Flow patterns of blood cells in the retinal capillaries. Retinal capillary flow patterns.
We present a new technique for retinal blood cell angiography which was used to investigate flow patterns of blood cells in the retinal capillary net of normal cats. Capillary paths were defined to be the path taken by the labelled blood cells from the terminal arteriole to the entry point into a collecting venule. We were able to define two types of capillary paths. The 'simple' paths were minimally coiled and had a high blood cell flux. The 'complex' paths were coiled, structurally complex and had a low blood cell flux in comparison to the simple paths of the same eye. A simultaneous fluorescein angiogram was performed to reveal the complete anatomy of the capillary net in which the functional paths exist. The possibility that such flow patterns exist in the human retina should be considered.